
MEASURE
Calculate your loss quickly & conveniently
through your smartphone with our
industry-certified analysis.

CALIBRATE
Leverage your results and our combine
tips in the app to calibrate your combine,
reduce your loss, and boost your profits.

ENHANCE
Less grain on the field means more grain
in the bin and more profit in your pocket.

Bushel Plus
SmartPan Systems™ 

20" SMARTPAN™ - THE MINI

Ideal for collecting samples in long stubble conditions
with 30” row spacing (corn, sorghum, sunflowers, etc.) It
fits between the wide stubble rows.

40" SMARTPAN™ - THE FLAGSHIP

Our most versatile DROP PAN! It fits perfectly on the
back axle, the header, or the feeder house (ideal for tall
crops to keep it higher away from tall stubble). 

60" SMARTPAN™ - THE WIDE SETUP

For those who want to take a slightly different approach
to sample collection and combine calibration. It is great
for collecting a sample from the entire width of the sieves
while dropping straw and chaff in a windrow.

1.833.376.7726 BushelPlus.com

"If you don't measure, 
you don't know what you're losing!"

DROP
Our advanced SmartPan™ technology
allows you to easily & safely drop a pan
while our air separator will save valuable
time for effective sample cleaning.

@bushelplus



Quick and easy harvest loss calculation
Option to enter and save your combine settings, and
crop conditions
Collect data on the go for future reference
Metric and Imperials
Includes combine tips from the Canola Council of
Canada

Our Quick and Easy Harvest Loss Calculation
 Compliments the SmartPan™ System in the Field

If you don’t measure, you don’t know. Harvest loss in wheat,
barley, rye, canola, corn, soybeans, edible beans, rice, small
grass seeds…our system will help you in any crop.

1.833.376.7726 BushelPlus.com @bushelplus

Mobile App for On-the-Go Analysis

Every SmartPan™ System comes with:

Discover Which SmartPan™ is Perfect For Your Crop

Carrier Unit [attaches to the combine]

Wide Drop Pan

Narrow Drop Pan

Air Separator

Smart Charger

Scale

Free SmartDrop™ App

User Manual [not shown]

Drop Pan Remote


